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1. INTRODUCTION

In January 1522, the last surviving ship of Magellan’s fleet skirted the coasts of Alor, Pantar, and Timor. The Victoria was laden with the cloves of North Moluku and manned by a crew of sixty, including two pilots from Tidore. In those turbulent waters, one of the pilots who had boarded the ship at the direction of the sultan of Tidore spoke to Pigafetta of a nearby island, Arucheto, where dwelt a tribe of naked midgets, long-eared and hairless subterranean cave-dwellers capable of running at great speeds and singing with subtle, thin voices.¹ (See Bausani 1972:56.) Truly a strana legenda, as Bausani (1972) called it—a seaman’s tale for the credulous Italian who recorded it for us! Still, one element in the story rings true and, indeed, constitutes a familiar statement of East Indonesia nutrition. This short note will consider the probable diet of the Arucheto folk as related by the Moluccan pilot. At the same time it will propose a solution to an etymological problem noted by Bausani (1972).

The Moluccan pilot may have told Pigafetta a tall tale, but when he described the food of these imaginary (?) unaculturated people, he surely drew on his personal knowledge of the foods of Maluku. As Pigafetta recorded it (Bausani 1972:56, trans. by Collins):

they live in subterranean caves and eat fish and something which comes from [nasce] between a tree and its bark; white and round, rather similar to preserved coriander, it is called ambulon.²

The identity of this comestible, ambulon, is the focus of this brief paper. In the first part, we discuss three possible interpretations of ambulon. In the second part, we offer an etymology for the term.
2. AMBULON: A COMESTIBLE

Surely, the comestible described by the Tidore pilot has some relationship to sago, the staple food obtained from the pith of the sago palm tree, principally *Metroxylon* spp. This food at one time constituted an important part of the diet throughout the Malay archipelago and parts of Melanesia. Although it is no longer the favorite foodstuff on long sea voyages, it remains the staple food in various parts of Borneo, Sulawesi, Maluku, and New Guinea. From a nutritional perspective, this is a rational utilization of available resources; indeed, the complement of protein in fish would be a starch, which sago is.

Earlier in his description of Tidore, Pigafetta described sago, its origin, mode of production, and usefulness. The form of sago he described seems to have been sago bread, that is sago flour baked in molds and subsequently dried in the sun. However, Pigafetta did not associate this sago, which he apparently saw in Tidore, with the *ambulon* of the pilot’s narrative. The fact that Pigafetta himself did not observe the Arucheto comestible and that the process differed from the one with which he was familiar in Tidore perhaps obfuscated its identity for him. In Maluku, there are numerous ways to process and prepare sago flour, ranging from baking and roasting to mixing with boiling water or frying in a greaseless wok. One of the methods, least common but still known in Maluku, is the production of sago pearls, a form of sago rather well-known in Western countries. Sago pearls are obtained by dissolving raw sago flour in water, pressing the solute through a coarse sieve and drying it. This results in white spheres (pearls), about the size of preserved coriander, as Pigafetta recorded. Thus, one interpretation of the Arucheto food is sago, a food stuff well-known to the pilot from Tidore.

Another interpretation should be considered. In the seventeenth century, Dutch observers noted that one of the comestibles held in the highest esteem by the Ambonese was a grub infesting the stumps of felled sago trees. Sago grubs could be the referent of *ambulon*. Valentijn (1726:295, trans. by Collins), for example, wrote:

People here have a sort of worm, named the sago worm, which flourishes in the mealy pith of the sago tree when it has borne its fruit and is about to die. These worms, which are very fat and greasy, are considered one of the greatest delicacies of the Ambonese who usually roast them on small spits.

Although *sate* has become an Indonesian food of worldwide renown, it is unlikely that sago grub *sate* would have the same afficianados! Still, the eating of sago grubs is certainly not a cultural pattern found only in Maluku. Burkill (1966:1488) provided a fuller report:

Sago palm-stumps make a very suitable breeding-place for the Palm-weenil (*Rhynchophorus*), and so does sago refuse. In eastern Malaysia [i.e., the eastern parts of island Southeast Asia], where much sago is prepared, the grubs of the beetle are eaten as a delicacy.

More modern and fuller accounts are given regarding the consumption of sago grubs in Sarawak, Malaysia (Tan 1977) and in Papua New Guinea (Ohtsuka 1977, May 1984). According to Ohtsuka (1977), the beetle family is Cerambycidae (genus *Rhynchophorus*) and is known in Papuan pidgin as *binatang bilong saksak*. Beetles lay eggs, which develop into the larvae and then beetles, in the pith of the fallen sago trunk.

Although in Papua New Guinea sago grubs are said to be more frequently collected and eaten by children, in Maluku this does not seem to be the case. Ellen (1978:71) includes grubs as one of several “recognized secondary sources of animal foods” among the Nuansul of central Seram. Moreover, during an intensive fieldtrip on Ambon Island in June 1991, we collected preliminary data on sago grub collection and consumption among the Christian Ambonese of Ambon Bay. Indeed, demonstrations of various ways of eating sago grubs were photographed. The grub, *ulat sagu* in Ambonese Malay, is usually eaten fried in a pan or wok in its own ample fat, obtained by pinching it between the fingers. Occasionally the grubs as well as the adult *Rhynchophorus* beetle, *maimai sagu* (again in Ambonese Malay), are eaten raw.

Because sago is mostly carbohydrate, and the grub is mostly protein (14% dry mass) and fat (64% dry mass) (Tan 1977), the grub provides an essential element to the diet, in the absence of fish or meat. Not only is the protein essential, but the fat is essential for the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins. To put it another way, the diet becomes complete, except for some vitamins and minerals, with sago and the grub.

A third possibility is that *ambulon* refers to an edible mushroom, *jamur sagu*, that grows on sago refuse heaps. It is white with a round top and is found wherever sago is extracted. Moreover, in many of the languages spoken in or near modern Brunei—one of Pigafetta’s most important ports of call—these mushrooms are named *ambulon*, or words of phonetic similarity (D. J. Prentice, pers. comm., November 1991; Prentice n.d.).
2. AMBULON: AN ETYMOLOGY

The description of sago pearls, sago grubs, and sago mushrooms, as well as the likelihood of these comestibles being familiar to the pilot, lead us to the issue of the etymology of *ambulon*. In his edition of Pigafetta’s narrative (Pigafetta 1906), James Robertson ventured a timid identification in his index (vol. 3:8): “Ambulon (a food).” Bausani (1972:6, n. 121) was more forthright, admitting he was unable to trace the word: “Il cibo di sorza d’albero detto *ambulon* non sono riuscito a identificarlo.” Although many scholars and Southeast Asian specialists have studied Pigafetta’s wordlist, renowned as the first European attempt at Malayan lexicography, few of them turned their attention to the many Malay words which appear outside the wordlist, that is, in the narrative parts of Pigafetta’s account. Approximately thirty Malay words sued the Italian narrative text but only five of these appear in the wordlist. Bausani, of all the editors of Pigafetta, was the most conscientious and effective in interpreting and elucidating these 450-year-old lexical items. However, *ambulon* escaped his interpretation.

In the 1930s, several scholars debated the provenance of Pigafetta’s wordlist, disagreeing about its “Meluccan-ness” and especially noting the elements from Brunei Malay. This debate provides a clue toward the path of interpretation. Despite the appearance of a few misplaced Cebuano terms, the majority of the words in the list are clearly Malay, most likely collected in Brunei and Maluku. Indeed, in the sixteenth century, Brunei Malay and the variant Malay spoken in North Maluku were probably quite similar to each other (see Collins 1991). Thus, it is to the Malay dialects of contemporary Brunei and north Maluku that we turn for illumination.

The general variant of Brunei Malay—that is, neither the Kedayan nor the Kampang Ayer subdialects—was partially described in a series of lexical entries prepared by Brunei’s National Language Bureau (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka Brunei). Although there are numerous works on the vocabularies of Malay variants in eastern Indonesia (Collins in press), the most recent and complete is an unpublished lexicon of the variant spoken in Bacan (Collins n.d.). Both of these Malay dialects yield an acceptable source for Pigafetta’s *ambulon*. Note the following very close matches between Brunei and Bacan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brunei</th>
<th>Bacan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ambulung</em> ‘sago flour’ (Dewan Bahasa 1971)</td>
<td><em>ambulung</em> ‘sago tree’ (Collins n.d.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Today, in both Brunei and north Maluku, the very place in which Pigafetta most likely collected his Malay vocabulary, *ambulung* refers to sago. Furthermore, it is most likely that the vehicular language of both regions was a dialect of Malay most closely resembling modern Bacan Malay (Collins 1991). Thus, it is plausible that the pilot narrated his tale using a variant and a vocabulary similar to that of Bacan Malay. While there are three possible interpretations of the term *ambulon*, namely sago flour (especially in the form of sago pearls), sago grubs, and sago mushrooms, based on the lexicon of contemporary Malay variants in the region, we consider sago flour (in the shape of pearls) the most likely meaning of *ambulon*. It most closely fits the available description and, in combination with fish, makes nutritional sense.

3. CONCLUSION

In this brief foray into the sixteenth century dietary habits of Maluku, we have presented an etymology of a hitherto unidentified lexical item in Pigafetta’s historic narrative. The identification proposed here rests on the marshalling of nutritional, entomological, cultural, and dialectal evidence. It is the combination of these multidisciplinary resources which has yielded a solution to Bausani’s (1972) dilemma. Dialectology leads us to conclude that, of all the languages which display forms similar to *ambulon* (see de Clercq 1909), the Malay of Brunei and north Maluku constitutes the most likely source of the word. Nutrition, moreover, suggests that a starch rather than grubs or mushrooms was the intent of the narrator. In addition, the contemporary consumption of sago in the north Maluku homeland of the pilot strengthens the identification.

We do not, however, claim that the Aru people themselves necessarily ate *ambulung*. Modern reports of the societies of the Aru and Halmahera Islands do not contain evidence of that. Indeed, the dry climate and rugged terrain of these islands do not seem conducive to the growth of the sago palm in numbers large enough to sustain its widespread domestication as a foodstuff. Rather, the pilot’s story remains a strana leggenda, weaving together strands of reality with outlandish threads of narrative. Pigafetta not only preserved for us a 450-year-old lexeme but also one of the earliest, though condensed, examples of north Maluku oral literature.
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NOTES

1. Pigafetta made very clear who had told him the story and how the narrator had come to be aboard the Victoria. He wrote at the time the ship was still in Tidore that:

   Sabato, a vinituno de dicembre, giorno de San Tommaso, il re nostro venne a le navi e ne consegnò il due piloti [che] avevamo pagati, perché ne conducessero fora de queste isole. (Bausani 1972:49–50).

[On the day of St. Thomas, Saturday, December twenty-one, our king came to the ships, and assigned us the two pilots whom we had paid to conduct us out of those islands (Pigafetta 1906:111).]

And later near the coasts of Pantar and Alor he mentioned the Moluccan narrator again:

Ne disse il nostro piloto vecchio de Maluco, come appresso quivi era una isola, chiamata Arucheto (Bausani 1972:56)

[Our old pilot from Maluco told us that there was an island nearby called Arucheto (Pigafetta 1906:161).]

Although Mosto (Pigafetta 1894:106, n. 3) suggests that Arucheto may be identified as Haruku or Aru, and Robertson (Pigafetta 1906:225) does not disagree with Mosto, Bausani (1972:56), wisely concludes that,
given the geography of the story, an island near Alor or Timor must have been intended.

2. The original reads: "abitato in cave sotto terra e mangiano pesce e una cosa che nasce tra l’arbore e la scorza, che è bianca e rotunda come corandoli de confetto, detta ambuloi" (Bausani 1972:56). Note that Bausani used the manuscript of the Bibliotheca Ambrosiana in Milan, the text he considered the most reliable and complete. See Robertson's description of this manuscript (Pigafetta 1906, vol. 2:243–248), which he dated 1525.

3. A fuller, more accurate, and earlier (though published later) account is provided by Rumphius (1750:79, 83).

4. Nor is it the case for the grubs eaten in Java. According to F. X. Rahyono (pers. comm., November 1991), in Central Java gendan ("een grote dikke worm in rotanplanten, aren- of kokosboomen, die tot lekkerij dient e. w." Jansz 1932:279) is most often cooked in vegetables dishes.

5. In particular, Blagden (1931), Gonda (1938), Kern (1938), and Le Roux (1929) wrote, some at great length, on Pigafetta's sources. More recently Bausani (1960) also joined the debate.

6. Pigafetta included a Cebuano wordlist in his narrative as well as a Malay one. A few Cebuano words crept into the Malay list and a few Malay words are found in the Cebuano list. Bausani (1972) provides a lucid discussion of this phenomenon.

7. In the vocabulary prepared by Brunei's Dewan Bahasa staff, ambulung is defined as tepong sagu 'sago flour', which is distinguished from ambuyat, which is sago flour cooked by pouring boiling water over it. Earlier Haynes (1900) also cited ambulung.

8. In Bacan, a divergent dialect of Malay (Collins 1983). ambulung is a generic term for sago tree. At least seven kinds of sago are distinguished: ambulung dari puti, ambulung liing, ambulung pbulutang, ambulung nggani, ambulung sike, ambulung ‚oang, and ambulung ‚iru.

9. We do not deny the possibility of a shift in the meaning of ambulung from sago to a phenomenon closely related to sago, such as the grub or the mushroom. Precisely this kind of metonymy seems to have taken
place in the Murut word for sago mushroom (D. J. Prentice, pers. comm., November 1991). Nonetheless, the combination of evidence supports the identification of sago itself, rather than the symbiotic mushrooms or grubs.
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